IIDA COLLEGE OF FELLOWS
Leadership in IIDA

1. The candidate must provide organized and detailed documentation of their outstanding and significant contributions to either the IIDA International Board of Directors and/or to the candidate’s local IIDA Chapter.

2. The candidate must include complete well-organized documentation of all IIDA International Board or IIDA Chapter activities, which include:
   a. committees chaired and served on
   b. board positions/offices held
   c. initiatives originated and led by the candidate—results of leadership and offices held

3. The candidate must supply a listing of IIDA activities where the candidate presented their expertise through:
   a. teaching
   b. lecturing
   c. speaking
   d. written articles
   e. serving on any competition juries

4. To support the submission, the candidate will include all appropriate award recognition of their IIDA volunteer activities, including any IIDA certificates of appreciation, service, and commendation awards. Of particular interest are IIDA awards or other documentation that reflect the candidate’s IIDA leadership skills and widespread results. The Fellows Evaluation Team will review and examine the submission, looking for verifiable results of the candidate’s noteworthy IIDA volunteer activities and how their involvement significantly benefited and advanced the Association.